
True Crime Walks Through Victorian History. Through York, Scarboro’, Leeds, and Beyond.

As nightfall beckons, it is possible to catch a glimpse of a celebrated storyteller 
and infamous sleuth, clad in a distinctive black coat, wandering through the unquiet 
streets and secret passages of the City of York, Scarborough, Leeds and beyond in 
a quest to wake the dead.

Innovative, meticulously researched and inspired by true crime stories from the 
Victorian era, our walks are designed to offer an informative and unique experience, 
with a professional and spirited storyteller.

Our coterie of storytellers includes the celebrated Lady Brigante - a sleuth of 
infamy, wanderer of unquiet graveyards and the bete noire of the long-forgotten 
dead.

The Polite Tourist presents a Saturday evening walk in Scarborough - Sleepless in Scarboro’

Situated on the exhilarating coastline of North Yorkshire and affectionately 
known as the “Queen of English watering places,” Scarboro’ occupies a 
fascinating place within the history of seaside resorts. 

Along with a history of besieged castles, dinosaur remains, literary 
prodigies, fishing ports, religious persecution, folklore, medicinal drinking 
waters, smuggling, and pirate radio – Scarboro’ enjoys an enduring charm.

For those of a curious and hardy temperament - why not come along and 
listen to The Polite Tourist one Saturday evening in Scarborough, as they 
share with you the tales of those ordinary folk including the tragedy of an 
unwanted child, and the mystery of a besotted spouse.
Hear also of poignant tale of a confused domestic servant and the callous 
behaviour of a father.

https://www.tickettailor.com/events/politetourist/1030367


And ALL lost to history - until now!

However, for those of a sensitive nature who are averse to real stories of tears, heartache and tragedy - a walk with The 
Polite Tourist one Saturday evening in the Town of Scarborough may NOT be to your taste!
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